Beyond Data…Wisdom

Variance in Care...
...to Performance Improvement

WELCOME TO QMETIS. Qmetis is a healthcare IT firm that builds clinical decision-support
tools designed to help hospitals achieve the highest levels of quality possible for each case, for
every shift, for many conditions. Our quality assessment and quality assurance tools are fast,
simple, interactive, grounded in the science of evidence-based medicine, and designed to place
the very latest approved treatment guidelines at the fingertips of staff, at the patient bedside.

WHY QMETIS
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Decision Support
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Performance Improvement
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The Highest Quality
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Every Patient… Every Shift

A unique quality assessment and quality assurance
software tool that can play a key role in performance
improvement
A fast and clear way to immediately compare the
care being given your patient to the latest treatment
recommendations
Real-time identification of the specific areas of care
that might need further attention due to protocol
variance
Continuous education of staff on treatment protocols
with immediate feedback provided for review
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Continuous updates to the Qmetis software as new
treatment guidelines are published, so remaining
always current with the latest standards of care
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A reduction in variance in care, average length of
stay, and unbillable ICU days

LIFELONG LEARNING…IN 90 SECONDS
Qmetis’s first products are for adult and pediatric traumatic brain injury. Our products take 100’s of
pages of literature and condense those into a fast, interactive, real-time education tool, providing
immediate feedback to doctors and nurses on whether the care being given is consistent with the
latest evidence-based treatment guidelines. And our work goes beyond traumatic brain injury.

Adult TBI

Ped TBI

Stroke

Concussion

Infection

Sepsis

KEY FEATURES
Quality Assessment: Qmetis is before all else an education tool, providing instant access to the
latest evidence-based literature
Quality Assurance: Instant bedside feedback and reports apprise caregivers of their current
treatment vis-à-vis evidence-based recommendations
Ongoing Record of Quality Improvement: The patient’s condition and care provided can be
continually followed each shift, showing change in care as feedback is received
Real-Time Web-Based Interactive Software: Interactivity with the clinical team at the point of
care, offering not a retrospective look months later, but real-time reporting on quality
Provision of Liability Protection: Independent documentation of compliant care
Highly Secure, HIPAA-Compliant Computer Environment
Interoperability/Integration: The Qmetis software can be integrated into hospital EMR systems
Immediate Software Updates as New Guidelines Are Published: A novel approach to
staff training and higher quality across every case, immediately providing new treatment
recommendations to staff
Product Dashboard: A dynamic part of the Qmetis software, allowing you to view each case, each
day, each shift, and each area of care that may need additional staff training
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